of innovation ability) to inform the market about consumer
involvement, but that these beneﬁts are not universal and that
product complexity is a critical boundary condition.
Liezl-Marie Kruger explores how self-brand connection is
associated with brand loyalty through brand experience. With
data obtained from 317 adults through paid Facebook
Boosting of an online survey, the analysis conﬁrms that brand
experience fully mediates the association between self-brand
connection and brand loyalty. This paper is the ﬁrst to apply
self-veriﬁcation theory to the self-brand connection–loyalty
relationship by explicating brand experience as a mediator of
this relationship.
Holger Schmidt and Jörn Redler contrast research streams
in corporate brand management (CBM) and an orientation
toward general strategy to examine whether CBM research is
as diverse as research on general strategy and to identify
potentially new research perspectives within CBM. Their
analysis suggests that most schools of CBM are built on
rational and prescriptive approaches, while political and
emergent conceptions are hardly addressed, resulting in
mostly homogenous approaches. This is the ﬁrst paper to
apply reasoning and perspectives that have contributed to
signiﬁcant developments in general strategy research to the
current situation in CBM research. It introduces a novel way
to analyze and discuss developments between and within
CBM schools of thought.
Stefan Scheidt, Carsten Gelhard, Juliane Strotzer and Jörg
Henseler explore the co-branding of celebrity CEOs and
corporate brands, integrating endorsement theory and the
concept of meaning transfer at a level of brand attributes.
Through two between-subjects experimental studies, they
conﬁrm meaning transfer effects at the brand attribute level in
both the celebrity-CEO-to-corporate-brand and corporatebrand-to-celebrity-CEO direction. The paper provides
managerial guidance for building celebrity CEOs and corporate
brands in consideration of meaning transfer effects.
Finally, Elif Karaosmanoglu, Didem Isiksal and Nesenur
Altinigne test whether extrinsically religious people tolerate
corporate brands more than intrinsically religious individuals at
different transgression levels (severe and mild) and punish them
less than the latter. Through a 2  2 experimental design, they
ﬁnd that while the main effect of corporate brand transgression
on punishing behavior does not appear in the analysis,
religiosity’s main effect on the latter does. Unexpectedly,
extrinsically religious consumers punish corporate brand
transgressors more than their intrinsically religious counterparts
regardless of the transgression severity levels.
For this issue, the Journal of Product and Brand Management
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Editorial
Welcome to the second issue of Volume 27 of the Journal of
Product and Brand Management. This issue has in total nine
contributions, all on current and relevant brand and product
management topics. We hope that you ﬁnd this issue
enjoyable and useful for your research. The authors of the
nine papers in this issue are researchers based at universities
from ten different countries.
Gary Davies, José Rojas-Méndez (member of the JPBM
Editorial Review Board), Susan Whelan, Melisa Mete and
Theresa Loo review published measures of brand personality
and re-analyze two existing data bases and one new database to
argue and test for brand personality dimensions derived from
perception theory. They ﬁnd that three dimensions, generic and
relevant to all contexts and cultures, derived from signaling and
associated theory emerge: sincerity, competence and status.
Nazuk Sharma investigates the impact of incorporating
product shadows in brand advertising on consumer brand
evaluations. Through three studies, the study demonstrates
how the presence of a product’s cast shadow in a brand’s
promotional frame implicitly inﬂuences brand evaluations
differently for experiential versus functional brands. The
ﬁndings highlight the importance of using appropriate visual
elements (especially subtle elements like product shadows) to
ensure communication consistency of the ﬁrm-formulated
brand concept to the consumer-perceived brand image.
Xian Liu, Helena Lischka and Peter Kenning explore the
cognitive and emotional effects of values-related and
performance-related negative brand publicity, and investigate
how the psychological effects translate into different behavioral
outcomes through two experimental studies. Their results
suggest that values-related negative brand publicity is perceived
as more diagnostic and elicits a stronger emotion of contempt,
but a weaker emotion of pity than performance-related negative
brand publicity. Whereas, values-related negative brand
publicity has a stronger negative impact on consumer responses
than does performance-related negative brand publicity.
Juan Mundel, Patricia Huddleston, Bridget Behe, Lynnell
Sage and Caroline Latona test the relationship between
consumers’ perceptions of product type (utilitarian vs hedonic)
and the attentional processes that underlie decision-making
among minimally branded products. The study uses eye tracking
measures (i.e. total ﬁxation duration) and data collected through
an online survey. Their ﬁndings show that consumers spend
more time looking at hedonic (vs utilitarian) and branded (vs
unbranded) products, inﬂuencing perceptions of quality.
Claudia Costa and Rita Coelho do Vale analyze the
implications of communicating customer involvement in
the ideation and concept stage of new product development.
The study assesses the extent to which the awareness that a
product was co-created jointly by company professional
designers and consumers affects observer consumers’ attitudes
toward the product and the company. Their ﬁndings suggest
that there are beneﬁts at the corporate level (higher perceptions
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We would like to thank all these reviewers for helping the
Journal to improve the quality of its content by providing their
time and expertise.
We hope that you ﬁnd reading this issue intellectually
stimulating and enjoyable.
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